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Context

• **KBR new strategy and action plan (2017-2021) : "Digital first"**
  • Focus on digitization and online accessibility
  • Facilitating Research in the Humanities

• **Two levels of actions:**
  • **R&D :** set up of a research ecosystem in digital humanities
    • BRAIN.Be & FED-tWIN programs
    • Collaboration with universities
  • **Operations :**
    • Investments in equipment
    • Technical developments
The KBR Data Science Lab

• A collaboration between VUB (DIMA) & KBR (Digitization R&D)

• Main goal:
  "Development of applications that increase the value of the digitized and born-digital collections in the cultural heritage sector and this using data- and model-driven artificial intelligence (AI)/machine learning (ML). In particular, the lab aims on the one hand to improve/automate digitization workflow and on the other hand developing innovative library services"
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The words above come from scanned books. By typing them, you help to digitize old texts.
KBR Data Science Lab will discover the knowledge hidden in manuscripts
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